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The increasingly sedentary lifestyle of young people is a
cause of deep concern for parents and the walk to
school offers one opportunity to increase the amount of
exercise our children do. But the numbers of children
walking to school is at an all-time low and car use on
the rise. At the same time we have a growing
understanding of the harmful effects of air pollution on
our health. Walking to school would not only make for
healthier kids, it would reduce traffic and create a
healthier, safer environment. This paper describes the
initial design and development of UKKO a novel
persuasive game to encourage walking to school. UKKO
uses real time environmental data, captured by the
player, to create a virtual environment for a digital pet.
The more the student walks and avoids areas of high
pollution, the more healthy their pet.
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UKKO
UKKO is a location-based,
persuasive game that is
designed to encourage children
to walk to school and make
informed, healthy choices about
their route. UKKO combines a
physical sensor/controller and
mobile phone based interface,
to collect and use real-world air
pollution data to create a
virtual environment for a digital
pet. By connecting the real
environment to the virtual, the
game encourages the student
to explore different routes to
school with better air quality the better the air quality the
more healthy their pet.

Figure 1. UKKO uses the Airbeam
sensor to measure particulate
matter smaller than 2.5 microns
that are known to be damaging to
health and the environment and
contribute to climate change

Introduction
As a child you may have walked to school but the
numbers of children walking to school in the UK has
dropped drastically in recent years in favour of using
the car. Recent campaigns to increase the numbers of
children walking to school have focused on the health
benefits. Concerns about obesity have seen the walk to
school form part of a campaign to increase the amount
of physical activity in the school day. But parents who
choose the car still cite concerns over road safety
where a walk would put children at risk on busy roads.
However, a study conducted in London last year
(http://healthyair.org.uk/healthiest-transport-optionvideo/) showed that a car driver could be exposed to
nearly twice as much air pollution as someone walking
the same route. The same study showed that finding an
alternative, quieter route could reduce the exposure to
a third of those travelling by car. Logic suggests that
reducing car use would not only reduce the risks from
busy roads but also reduce air pollution and improve
health. Yet the evidence shows that car use is the
norm. Changing this behaviour is a complex, adaptive
challenge that requires people to change their habits
and beliefs.
One approach to changing people's habits is to present
them with data; facts and figures that might help
influence their decisions. However distance and scale
can often strip data of impact. Making a connection
between big cities like London, where it’s easy to
imagine high levels of air pollution, and a smaller city
like Preston is a cognitive leap. Having data specific to
an individual and locating the data in their own
environment, is likely to make it more immediately
relevant, increasing impact. People know that air
pollution is bad in the abstract but are more likely to

act if they know how bad the air pollution around them
is right now.
This paper outlines the development and design of a
UKKO a location based game that aims to address
these issues. As well as exploring issues of persuasive
and pervasive games design, it also offers a brief
insight into areas, which have informed the
development of UKKO. These include concepts of
participatory sensing and informed civic engagement
through open data.

Developing UKKO
The inspiration and initial design ideas for UKKO came
from a community-based participatory design workshop
with local school children. The workshop aimed to
explore concepts of data and game design, identify key
areas of interest for data collection and gather ideas for
possible games designs [7]. 10 year olds were asked to
collect data about their journey to school, which they
then mapped. The students were then asked to think of
mobile games ideas based on the analysis of that data.
Throughout the workshop the students consistently
identified issues that are recognised as contributing to
poor air quality such as traffic congestion, which led the
researchers to explore, environmental data capture as
viable development route. The researchers developed
a prototype idea for a ‘Data Pet’ (DP); a modern day
twist on the key ring classic, the ‘Tamagotchi’. The
digital pet uses the AirBeam (http://aircasting.org/) air
quality sensor, chosen for its connectivity, precision
and playful design, to collect and monitor air quality
data. UKKO develops the data pet concept, integrating
the physical sensor with a mobile game that uses
elements of persuasive and pervasive design to not

Participatory Design
There are now many versions
of participatory design each
with differing levels of
participation. Researchers note
that participatory design is
particularly suited to the
development of community
informatics whilst
acknowledging the difficulties in
creating an environment for
sustained learning [5].
However a survey of
participatory design projects
found that very few can be
described as design by users
leading some researchers
towards action research
methods [12]. Action research
brings participants together
with researchers to effect a
sustainable change in their
environment, working with the
community in developing
solutions themselves [17]. This
sustainable model of innovation
is difficult to achieve, but an
important aim in ensuring
lasting impact of projects like
UKKO where the data gathered
as part of game play could feed
into and develop further
research.

only change behaviour but also encourage consistent
data collection.

Mobile, makers and sensors
Even before mobile devices were classed as ‘smart’,
researchers have been designing games that take
advantage of their technical and practical affordances.
The ubiquity of smartphones makes them an
increasingly dominant platform for games. Rapid
development of connectivity and on board sensor
technologies such as NFC, accelerometer, gyroscope,
location data (GPS + Cell/WiFi) mean there are a
growing number of projects developing sophisticated
mobile games that explore the connection between the
player, the real and virtual worlds
In recent years the rise in maker communities has had
great impact on developing low cost electronic solutions
aimed at bridging the gap between hardware
manufacturers and independent developers. These
boards (Raspberry PI, Arduino, Electric Imp, Particle
etc.) have enabled makers to expand the range of what
can be measured, creating sensor based applications
with low barriers to entry that communicate with
mobile devices. A success that can be attributed in
small part to crowdfunding sites such as Kickstarter
where, indecently, the AirBeam unit chosen for the
project was initially funded.

Pervasive games
The real world is difficult to simulate to any degree of
richness and detail. So it’s logical that researchers have
explored ways to “extend the gaming experience out
into the real world” [2]. Pervasive games take a
number of different approaches to mapping game
experiences into real environments. One subset of

pervasive game are Location Based Games (LBG) which
commonly track and match movement in the real world
and virtual worlds. At a basic level LBG’s have often
been concerned with simply tracking movement rather
than capturing data about physical location. This can be
a limiting factor in the scalability and emergent
properties of the game [16], particularly in games that
focus on multi-location, multi-player interaction. This
lack of connection to location may be a potential reason
why LBG’s have yet to achieve the kind of wide scale
engagement enjoyed by location specific geocaching
games [15]. But making location a key part of the
game mechanic also introduces issues with parity of
experience [14] i.e. could someone in a rural
environment participate in a game designed in an
urban context? Balancing these concerns through
exploration of a ‘return path’ feeding data from the real
world to drive the virtual game environment is an
underexplored part of games design research.

Persuasive games and the quantified self
The power of games to motivate and educate is a welltrodden path in games design [8]. Perhaps it’s as a
response to perceptions that computer games create a
sedentary lifestyle that the motivation to move is a key
area for commercial and academic games designers.
For example the Tamagotchi, one of the inspirations for
UKKO, also came in a version with a built in
pedometer, the Tamawalkie. It linked the health of your
Tamagotchi with physical movement and a game
element where the user had to collect parts of crashed
UFO scattered around the country. Developments in
gestural control like the Wii and XBox Kinect have
continued the theme with exergames such as Wii Fit
and YourShape. More recently smartphones have
become a dominant platform to exploit a growing

UKKO and Open Data
In recent years, Government
legislation has placed an
emphasis on open data [11]
primarily as a driver for social
and economic innovation. It’s
also seen as instrumental in
opening up government
services to scrutiny and
participation. But the quality of
data being made open to
communities at local level has
yet to match the expectations
set centrally. Despite a growing
rhetoric around participation,
the reality is often one where
decisions are made on the
basis of data that communities
cannot see or don’t understand.
In future UKKO could be used
to leverage concepts of
participatory sensing [3] to
build a network or sensors that
contribute open data store of
environmental data. In that
form it could be used to better
inform decisions about traffic
control or used by the
community to lobby for
projects that improve their
local environment.

interest in capturing personal data, what is sometimes
known as the quantified self. Smartphones sensors can
count your steps, track your run or interface with
external sensors to monitor your heart rate, increasing
the amount and accuracy of the data about an
individual. Researchers have been keen to exploit this
[10,18] and pervasive exergaming apps such as
Zombie Run and The Walk by Six to Start and Naomi
Alderman (http://www.sixtostart.com/) suggest a
growing, commercial and consumer acceptance of the
powerful combination of pervasive technology and
persuasive game design.

extrinsic goals encouraging the use of alternative
routes during rush-hour. There are also a number of
projects that look to exploit the growing amount of
linked and open data available, effectively sidestepping
issues of ownership and commercial limitation, to add a
dynamic element to games [1,4,9]. However, open
data is by no means complete data and it rarely
conforms to a standard structure or level of quality.
This doesn’t just place an overhead on the design and
in-game processing. Holes in the data ultimately
translate as holes in the game, bringing to the fore
issues of parity of experience.

Data Games

Playing UKKO

The use of data in games isn’t new. Sports games have
included data on player performance that determines
the performance of a player in the game. Similarly,
games researchers have explored ways to include
external data to add a real world context or reinforce
elements of persuasive gameplay. For example, the
game Cold Sun [6], used weather data from a player's
location and amplified it to create an environment that
mirrored the effects of global warming. It sort to create
a cognitive connection between the user's real
environment and the game environment, playfully
underpinning the awareness raising aspect of the
game.

The design of UKKO has discovery at its heart.
Participants are initially presented with a blank UKKO
device, which they can customise with stickers. Once
the sensor is connected via Bluetooth, the UKKO app
presents a digital avatar of the device, which the user
can also customise to match the physical unit. The
student carries the UKKO device on their walk to and
from school where it captures PM2.5, temperature and
humidity data whilst the phone app captures location
via on board GPS functionality. As school children are
the key audience for UKKO it is essential to ensure
players are constantly aware of their surroundings
rather than looking at their screens. In this first
iteration the data is not displayed in real time and no
map is provided for the player. Once the first walk to
school is finished UKKO can download the data
showing you the walk as a stylised path that also
indicates areas of high and low pollution. A scoring
system based on the data would be presented along
with the UKKO avatar measuring its health. On
subsequent walks the route is updated with areas of
consistent high pollution and low pollution. Any change

External data in games comes from a mixture of
sources. But games that rely on programmatic or
dynamic use of data commonly use third-party sources,
authenticated through negotiated access to Application
Program Interfaces (APIs). Chromaroma, from Mudlark
(http://wearemudlark.com/) for example, took users
Oyster card data from London’s TFL portal to track their
commute to work. Players were rewarded based on

to the route would also be added to the map,
expanding the world. The student would continue to
check the health of their avatar, encouraging them to
make a connection between the route, areas of air
quality and the health of the pet. At this point the app
could also present messages from UKKO underpinning
that message. Once sufficient and consistent data has
been collected, UKKO will begin to notify the student
when they are approaching an area of high pollution or
takes a better route to school. Again, to avoid the
heads-down problem this would be a sound and haptic
warning. The game would continue to update the health
score and offer rewards for making healthy choices.

Discussion and further developments
The researchers feel that UKKO offers a novel
approach to building a persuasive game that mitigates
against many the issues associated with pervasive,
location based games. By taking environmental data
from the real world to directly influence the virtual;
UKKO explores an underused ‘return path’ in games
that are often more concerned with bring the virtual
into the real. The direct capture of data, in the context
of location of also helps reduce the risk of data holes
and issues of parity of experience associated with data
games. Whilst the games initial design does not seek
to replicate the real world geography, the researchers,
aware of lessons from Geocaching games, are keen to
explore how different ‘levels’ of play could be created
by making location more visible during game play. The
researchers are also keen to explore other forms of
interaction within the game and during play. The use of
audio or haptic feedback from the phone could be
augmented with visual and audible feedback on the
device itself. UKKO could, for example, light up red

when approaching an area of persistent high levels of
pollution
With the initial focus on School children the researchers
are keen to exploit the value of linking to school
curriculum activities to motivate the use of UKKO i.e.
UKKO could be the digital equivalent of the class pet.
Connecting through school also offers the chance for
more community play such as school leader boards.
However, beyond the questionable motivational value
of making UKKO ‘homework’, the researchers do
recognise that there are possible limitations to
participation when working with children in this context.
Autonomy in particular is an issue, as a student may
not have the capacity to change their route to school
limiting their capacity to ‘play’ the game. The
researchers are keen to explore and develop the
balance of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation in the
game outside of a structured learning context. Learning
from the experience of earlier LBG design, extra tasks
such as gathering user generated content could be
introduced to add alternative mechanisms to play the
game whilst still gathering data. E.g. picture of badly
parked cars or fly-tipping. This is particularly important
as, beyond its initial aim to persuade children to walk
to school more, the researchers would like to explore
how UKKO could be developed to appeal to different
age ranges, making civic data collection more playful.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the researchers believe that UKKO offers
a unique and playful mix of persuasive and pervasive
game design that responds to the adaptive challenge of
encouraging more students to walk to school. The
unique use of locally collected environmental data adds
a direct connection between the real and virtual world,

reinforcing the persuasive element. But the researchers
believe that by taking the data and making it openly
available, it also could provide communities with
relevant data to directly change their environment.
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